
Anleitung: maritime Dekorationsidee mit
Serviettentechnik
Instructions No. 1077

Maritime and romantic at the same time - no problem! Decorate maritime Article from wood like our decorative sign "Fish"
and the Tealight holders "Lighthouse" romantic in pastel blue with a Napkin in rose optics. 
With these instructions, rebuilding is very easy and requires no previous knowledge. It is best to try it out right away. 

Handicraft instructions for maritime decoration:

How do I tinker the lighthouse in the hip Pastel-Blue ? 

The Tealight holders "lighthouse" is primed with white paint. The colour is applied evenly with a brush or with a Paint sponge .
Then let the lighthouse dry well, preferably overnight. In the same way you also prime the matching decorative sign "Fish" 

How do I get the pretty motifs on the wood? 

For the romantic rose pattern, use a Napkin and stick it onto the wooden surfaces with Napkin varnish . As soon as the
Napkin varnish is dry, you can cut the opening of the lighthouse freely with a scalpel. Finally, make two fine bows and glue
them on with hot glue as a special decoration. 

How do I get the decorative lighthouse to light up? 

As "light" of the lighthouse a suitable Glass for tea lights is decorated on the edge with self-adhesive Lace ribbon . Finally,
place the glass in the recess on the lighthouse. This light gives the whole decoration idea an additional very romantic
character. 

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

698788 VBS "Stormlight" wooden lighthouse 1

684804 VBS Tea light jars "High" 1

695466 VBS Decorative sign "Fish" 1

414494-80 VBS Organza ribbon, 6 mmWhite 1

560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

132824 Hobby scalpel 1

VBS Decorative sign "Fish"

4,65 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-decorative-sign-fish-a59979/
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